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Pastor Elijah Bronner: Thank for joining brothers of the word, because brother 
you need the word. 
 
We welcome those of you who are joining us by television or those of you who are 
joining us at AirJesus.com stay tuned to today’s message. 
 
Today we are on part five of the series we started several weeks ago about 
preparing today for tomorrow and so we have been working our way through this 
and uncovering some things and so we are going to pick up with part five today and 
we will try to complete next time and make a full of six parts. 
 
Open your Bibles if you will over to the book of Ephesians, the book of Ephesians 
Chapter 5 of the particular text that we have been gleaning from for the last couple 
of weeks, Ephesians Chapter 5 and just for the sake of time we will just read verses 
15-17. Ephesians chapter 5:15-17, when get there, say amen, Ephesians chapter 5 
beginning at verse 15 through 17. 
 
Let us begin and read together in unison. 
 
Ready? 
 
Read. 
 
See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, redeeming the time, 
because the days are evil. Wherefore be ye not unwise, but understanding what the 
will of the Lord is. 
 
And so I just wanted to take time to continue sharing here as he mentioned 
something about redeeming the time. He talks about the time and time is very 
critical as we prepare today for tomorrow so it is a critical component, that he lives 
here talks about being not unwise, and living purposefully, and living accurately 
and carefully.  He says be aware and to redeem the time. And so that little phrase 
there redeemed the time, it actually speaks of investing your time carefully and 
wisely because time itself is irreplaceable. 
 
Time is the most irreplaceable possession that we have. You cannot get anymore 
time. Time is limited. Turn to your neighbor and say time is limited, time is limited. 
And so he is saying since time is limited, it is valuable, we cannot get anymore time. 
He is basically saying make sure that you put your time to the highest and best use. 
So invest your time carefully, wisely, put it to its highest and its best use is really 
what he is saying. 
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The quality of your life tomorrow will be determined on how you use your time 
today. So he is basically saying use your time wisely, use it carefully, and invest in 
it wisely. The one thing we have control over. We have control over how we spend 
our time. You are in control of how spend your time. Turn to your neighbor and say, 
you are in control, you are in control of how you spend your time. So you are always 
free to choose on how you use your time. 
 
The time as we have been looking at it and I really wanted to—I have been working 
on the 10 best high-value uses of your time and I kind of gathered it all down on a 
nutshell but the 10 best high-value uses of your time and people are really 
successful, because they use their time in high-value areas. So people that are 
successful, they always invest their time in high-value areas. 
 
So I want to talk about the 10 best high-value areas to spend your time. And you 
will find that people who are not successful is because they are spending their time 
in low-value areas. And so there is a great difference there. Someone said that 
people waste time; in fact it is Paul Myer who said that time is usually wasted in 
the same way everyday. And so time can be wasted and so this is what Ephesians is 
really charging us not to waste our time, not to squander our time. 
 
So number one, I want to give you the 10 best high-value uses of your time. 
 
Number one is planning- spending time in planning. And this included, creative 
thinking is included, strategic thinking, so we dealt a lot on thinking, being able to 
take time to think. Turn to your neighbor and say, take time to think. Thinking is 
really underrated; there is not a lot of thinking going on. Science says we only use a 
small part of our brains, and we are not even using that little part. So I think that 
we would miss so much in life because we do not take enough time to think, critical 
thinking is important, strategic thinking, and creative thinking. 

 
Turn over to Proverbs 21 5, it says something here about that. Notice what it says, 
it says the thought is talking in a reference about thinking because it is translated 
as plans, so it is talking about strategic thinking. So notice what it says the 
thoughts, the thinking, or the plans of the diligent tend or lead only to 
plenteousness but of everyone that is hasty only to want. So notice what it is saying 
there are that the thoughts or the thinking or the plans of the diligent leads to 
plenteousness. The Bible is telling us to think, take some time in strategic thinking 
and creative thinking, live life thoughtfully, and give some thought to your life. 

 
And notice what is says about the end of the verse but of everyone that is hasty it 
leads to want or to lack. Now let us translate that those who are inconsiderate, 
those who are inconsiderate in their affairs will lead to lack, those who will not take 
time to think that will lead you to lack.  Notice what God’s words says there about 
the thoughts, the thinking, the plans of the diligent leads to plenteousness and 
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those who are inconsiderate in their affairs, those who will not take time to think 
their lives will lead to lack to want. The Bible is very clear and very plain about 
that. You have heard Pastor Nathaniel say this several times but he says that 
“small minds talk about people”’ and he says “average minds talk about events”, 
and the he says “great minds talk about ideas”. Great minds take time to think, 
they take time to be creative, and to be strategic in their thinking. And so the Bible 
teaches us to live life thoughtfully. 

 
A part of our time spending time make sure you spend time thinking. Cut off the 
television, cut off the internet, cut off all of the noise from the world and take time 
to think. You will be surprised the great value, revelation, and wisdom that will 
come into your life when you just have time, quiet time to think, time to meditate, 
time to sit before God. There are a lot of ideas God really wants to give you but you 
are never quiet enough for him to give him to you. You are never quiet enough for 
him to give you his advice and his counsel and his wisdom so that is something that 
is really missing in our busy and hurried lives, our noisy lives, our distracted lives 
we do not take time to really think. 

 
And so you should have a spot, a place set-aside where you go there to think. Just to 
think. Turn to your neighbor and say, take time to think. Somebody said go buy a 5-
cent pencil, a 10-cent notebook, and write down some million dollar ideas. Take 
time to think, take time to think. Now as a part of this thought process I noticed 
that we should not only live life reacting on the defense but we should live life 
offensively as well. We should make plays, in order to make some things happen 
you have to think, you have to plan, you have to have time to initiate and make 
something happen. Turn to your neighbor and say, live on the offense. 

 
Notice so often in life we are always defending, we are always reacting to what has 
happened to us. We are always trying to rebound, so do not just wait for life to 
happen to you, you make something happen. Live offensively, make some plays  I 
love to watch sport games where they design plays, they do not just half-hazardly 
play. When they need to score, when there is a crucial—I was watching the game 
the other night and it was crucial, the Hawks were down by three points and they 
had to strategically score. They made something happen. They were offensively 
minded. They created a play to get a person open who they wanted to shoot the ball 
and so that is what it is in life, you have to think offensively, make something 
happen. Do not just sit down and let life happen to you and you are always 
responding and defending and trying to bounce back. No, what are you doing 
actively? What play are you devising and putting together. Make something 
happen. Get on the offense, make the plays. Make something happen, initiate, 
initiate, initiate. I like that, too often we just sit around and let life beat us up. Life 
hits us with all of these hard blows we are just taking them. We are just taking that 
life is dishing about. No, you dish out something. You plan something. You initiate 
something and make some plays. 
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Number two, in spending time-time should be spent in preparation. The future 
belongs to those who prepare for it. You do not get in life what you want. You get in 
life what you prepare for. Time spent in preparation is a wise use of your time. 
Think about for a second if you were planning a dinner party at your home, now see 
the planning, you can plan your menu you know what you are going to have but 
preparation is going to the grocery store, preparation is buying those ingredients, 
preparation is cleaning up your house, getting things ready. See that is preparation 
and so there is one thing that plan but it is another thing to now begin to prepare. 
You can know what it is you want to do in life that is one thing that is your plan you 
may know your career path and your destination and all of that, that is the plan but 
now there are some preparation that is needed. You need to find out, what classes I 
need to take, what degree I need to have, what training I need to be involved with 
now to prepare so time spent in preparation of the valuable use of our time, we 
prepare for life’s uncertainties. We spend a great deal of time talking about making 
sure that you have certain types of insurance and correct insurance to prepare that 
is part of preparation to prepare for life’s uncertainties. What if you lose your job 
are you prepared? Do you already have other options available? Have you been 
saving money to hold you in the meantime? What power are you prepared for life’s 
uncertainties?  A wise use of our time should be spent in planning, number one, but 
in preparation, number two; putting some things in place, setting-up some options, 
making sure that you are prepared for life’s uncertainties. 
 
So many people are in trouble because they had no preparation for life’s 
uncertainties. Life can do you a blow when you are not prepared and it just knock 
you on your back and leave you in bad shape but it is different when you are 
prepared. I know a particular woman and she told me “I lost my job” and there was 
a difference because this woman had a $150,000.00 in the bank. She was prepared, 
honestly she really did not lose any sleep-over losing her job, she had $150,000.00 in 
the bank. She was not nervous, she was not panicking, she was not worried about 
loosing her home because she had prepared. She had prepared herself properly. So 
preparation is a powerful use of time. 

 
Let me give you four things that preparation does for you in your life. Four things 
that preparation does for you in your life: 

 
1. Preparation gets us ready for great things. Success is when opportunity meets 
preparation. Preparation is getting ready before hand not waiting until it is too late 
but no but preparation is being prepared beforehand. 
2. Preparation minimizes fear. Preparation minimizes fear, you do not have to fear 
when you are prepared, like the lady who lost her job, she had no fear because she 
had $150,000 in the bank so that minimized her fear. 
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3. Preparation gives confidence. You have a different confidence about you when you 
are properly prepared. When you are properly prepared there is a sense of 
confidence. 
4. Proper preparation ensures that you have fewer regrets. You have fewer regrets 
when you are properly prepared. 
 
And so those are two powerful ways that you can use your time and planning 
number two in preparation. 
 
Number three, time should be spent in prevention-that is a wonderful use of time 
when you are spending it in prevention. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of 
cure- prevention. We are very strong in this ministry on teaching prevention. I have 
asked this question several times in this series “but what are you doing to prevent 
cancer? What are you doing to prevent heart disease? What are you doing to prevent 
diabetes?” 
 
I was at lunch with Jane and Jane shared with me some additional supplement that 
he has included in his regiment and everything that he was taking was for 
prevention. He is not sick. He had not been diagnosed with anything but he has a 
regiment of nutrients that he is taking and he said “I have them all lined up”. I take 
this with this and this; he is taking things for prevention, preventive health. We 
have been kind of focused on seeking health when our bodies are broken down. 
Spend time in prevention, so what are you doing? Spend your time researching on 
what you can do to prevent heart disease and cancer and diabetes and all these 
things and start once again getting on the offense, make something happen. Start 
taking some things to prevent, exercise is a wonderful use in prevention as a use of 
your time because you are preventing the breakdown of your body and disease and 
so forth. So taking these supplements and exercising and proper diet all those time 
spent in prevention so spend some time in prevention. 
 
What are you doing in your marriage for prevention? Do not wait until your 
marriage gets in trouble or breaks down before you try to do something, no. What 
are you doing to prevent a break up or to prevent problems? 
 
When I teach premarital counsel I stress very strongly you have to invest in your 
relationship to keep it strong, to keep it fresh, to keep it vibrant, and to keep the 
love flowing. Do not just let the marriage sit there, no. Be on the active, look for 
ways, creative ways, to keep it vibrant and fresh, go to some seminars, read some 
books, do some things, go to some places, and continue to date, be romantic, and 
keep it fresh, date one another. So I spend a great deal of time teaching couples 
prevention of marital break up. So time spent in prevention is a wonderful use of 
our time. 
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How much time do you invest in your children in prevention, preventing them from 
going astray? Do not wait until the principal is calling you. No, time spent invested 
in our kids, that is, time spent in prevention. Kids spell love T-I-M-E. That is how 
they spell love. So if you invest time into your kids, that is, time that is well-spent 
because that is prevention. You are preventing them from going astray. Preventing 
them from getting involved in things they should not be involved in, preventing 
them from being exposed to certain forces and certain people. So when you are 
spending that time, investing time into your kids, that is time spent in prevention. 
 
So these are wonderful things to spending your time in number one, planning; 
number two preparation; and number three, prevention. 
 
Number four, you should spend time in things that advance your overall purpose. 
 
Did you know, I did not plan for all these to start with P but it just so happened 
that the first four start with P. 
 
In times spent in planning, in preparation, in prevention and in your life’s purpose. 
You just spend some time. Spend some time everyday, working on your overall, your 
life’s purpose, things that will advance your life purpose. Spend some time 
discovering what your life purpose is and developing that. 
 
I like the way Pastor Dale said. He says three things you want to do, you one to 
know, you want to know your purpose, grow to your maximum potential, then turn 
around and sow. Know, grow and sow. 
 
So spend time knowing and growing in your life’s purpose. 
 
Number five in the top ten best high value uses of your time.  Number five, you 
should spend time building sustainable relationships. Relationships are the basis of 
life. Relationships are what really matters in life. When all is said and done it is the 
relationships that you had and that you made and sustain. So spend and invest 
time in sustainable relationship. There may be some family members or friends that 
you need to call and maintain. Now, relationships are the basis of life and 
communication is the basis of relationships. So you have no relationship if you there 
is no communication. So time spent in terms of building relationships whether it is 
in person or on the phone or writing a note but spending valuable time in building 
friendships, building relationships whether it is with your parents, with your 
siblings, with your friends, but sustainable relationships, investing time in building 
sustainable relationships. 

 
Number six in this list of high value uses of your time in the top ten is you should 
spend time in self development, some time in self development, things that help you 
to grow, things that help you to grow to your maximum potential, things that add 
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value to you, things that harness your creativity and so spending time in self-
development.  
 
What are the books that you are reading? Are you attending seminars? Who are you 
hanging around?  

 
Spending time in self-development is a powerful use of your time 
 
Number seven, you should spend time in things that develop and add value to other 
people. Invest in other people; spend time adding value to other people. Just this 
past week I spent sometime investing in somebody else’s kids not my own but I 
invested in somebody else’s kids. That was a good use of my time and speaking of 
time I am out of time and I want you to go to AirJesus.com and you can listen to 
this message. 
 
Message number 7377 you can also email it to a friend absolutely free of charge 
thank you so much for joining us today brothers of the word because brother you 
need the word. 
 
Praise God! We got through about seven and we will finish up the final three next 
time but those are some powerful uses and you will be surprised how when you 
begin to use your time wisely. It is what the Bible commands us use it wisely, use it 
carefully because time is limited. Time is limited and so we can control how we 
spend our time and how you spend your time ultimately will dictate the quality of 
your life. 


